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Abstract

This paper outlines a generic� core tem�
poral object model that provides support
for the modeling of temporal object roles�
This model draws from notions introduced
in some of our previous works on tempo�
ral object modeling by providing a speci�c
database model that provides a concep�
tual modeling context for temporal object
roles ��� �� 	� 
� �� �� � �� ��� ���� The
model achieves an integration of the ab�
stract concepts that characterize temporal
objects� The main purpose of the model is
to provide a basic framework for temporal
object informationmodels and information
systems� The model is based on a small
number of simple �temporal� constructs
and primitive �temporal� operations� The
simple set of modeling constructs of this
model are temporal objects and temporal
mappings� A set of primitive operations
is de�ned on temporal objects that allows
uniform viewing� de�nition� insertion and
manipulation of objects in temporal object
databases� A simple set of temporal con�
straints is also provided�

� Introduction

One of the problems faced by existing
data models is their weak expressiveness
of the representation of temporal informa�
tion and in particular the representation
of the temporal roles of objects� In conse�
quence� typical database systems that em�
body these models� support the storage
and retrieval of �facts� about the world
and certain aggregation and operations on
them� but do not perform operations on
either the perception to map situations
in the world into the database contents�
temporal object roles or temporal oper�
ations� In view of this� a strong inter�
est of ours is in developing a database
model that represents �realistic worlds��
To achieve this� in our previous works we

have studied the semantics of time in the
context of object database systems� iden�
ti�ed changes to existing notions of tem�
poral data that are necessary because of
the transition from the relational to the
object model and speci�ed an approach
to extending an archetyped� extensible ob�
ject model� to incorporate a number of
generic modeling concepts� with concrete
de�nitions� underlying temporal objects
��� �� 	� 
� �� �� � �� ��� ���� The work
is in line with the infrastructure presented
in �����

A major aim of this research� is to achieve
an integration of the abstract concepts
that were assumed to characterize tempo�
ral data� presented in our earlier works�
In order to achieve this goal� in this pa�
per we map these abstract concepts to a
simple object data model� thus articulat�
ing them as concrete concepts ��� ��� ���
This provides a speci�c context for our ap�
proach to temporal object database mod�
eling� and allows us to de�ne a conceptual
framework for a simple and generic object
model� The model addresses temporal is�
sues at the �nest level of data granularity�
viz� the object level�

Our work presents the foundations to�
wards the synthesis of a powerful inte�
grated object data model that supports
the temporal�dynamic aspects of data
modeling in addition to the structural and
behavioral ones� Our model is intended
to be both a valuable temporal model in
its own right� as well as a mechanism for
describing and analyzing temporal exten�
sions to other database models as illus�
trated in ��� 	� ��� This can be mainly
achieved by using our model�s small num�
ber of simple constructs and primitive op�
erations� that can be used as the basis for
the speci�cation and stepwise development
of temporal information models and sys�
tems of increasing complexity and levels
of abstraction�



The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows� In the next section we outline
some preliminary concepts and de�nitions�
In section �� we describe the modeling ele�
ments that encompass our temporal object
model� Section � brie�y describes the tem�
poral object de�nition and manipulation
language while section 	 de�nes a simple
set of temporal constraints� In the �nal
section we provide some �nal remarks�

� Preliminary De�nitions

To describe the structure of an object as
it evolves over time and across its multiple
representations �i�e�� versions and history�
we introduce the notions of universal ob�
ject identity and possible object world� To�
gether these two notions allow us to de�
scribe the meaning� characteristics� prop�
erties� behavior and role of each individual
object at di�erent times and at a particu�
lar point in time�

De�nition� The Universal Object Identity
of an object� denoted as UOI� refers to
an object�s interpretation or sense and re�
mains time invariant�

De�nition� The Possible Object World of
an object� denoted as POW� refers to an
object�s denotation and is usually time
variant�

An object cannot have a possible object
world unless its universal object identity is
de�ned� An object can have di�erent pos�
sible object worlds at di�erent times� and
also several possible object worlds at a par�
ticular time� but its universal object iden�
tity remains unique over a speci�ed lifes�
pan� For example� the object ��ght� could
be a physical struggle in ���� followed by
an emotional struggle in ����� Also the
object ��ght� can concurrently be a phys�
ical and an emotional struggle� In gen�
eral� a universal object identity encapsu�
lates the time invariant semantic meaning
of an object� while a possible object world
encapsulates the static and dynamic struc�
ture� behavior and role of each individual
object at di�erent temporal intervals�

Further� the UOI of an object can be de�
rived from all its possible POWs at all dif�
ferent times with respect to our model and
the world we are modeling by taking the
union of possible POWs over time� Thus�
we can formally de�ne the UOI of an ob�
ject from all its possible POWs at all dif�
ferent times with respect to POWs� our
database model and the world we are mod�

eling� as follows�

UOI��M ��defft� POW��M� t�jt � Tg

where

� UOI is the universal object identity
of an object �

� POW� is the possible object world
of an object �

� M is our database model

� t � T is the time a possible object
world is active �current�

The above de�nition assumes that users
interact with only a single world during
a time period� When users interact with
di�erent worlds then the UOI of an object
is de�ned as follows�

UOI��M � �def f� w� t ��
POW��M�w� t� j w �W and t � Tg

where

� UOI�� POW� and M are as de�ned
previously

� w � W is the �mini�world� we are
modeling �may be assumed to be a
version�

Given these two new notions of an object�
we are now able to give the de�nitions of a
universal object identity and possible ob�
ject world class and time slice� These are
as follows�

De�nition� A Universal Object Identity
Class� related to a universal object iden�
tity UOI� is de�ned as all objects that can
potentially� independent of time� have the
same universal object identity�

De�nition� A Possible Object World Class�
related to a possible object world POW�
is de�ned as a collection of �POW�ti� s�t�
t � �� � ����n tuples� of all objects that
can potentially have the same possible ob�
ject world� Since an object can have sev�
eral POWs at a given time� an object
can belong to several possible object world
classes�

From our formal de�nition of a UOI of an
object we can conclude that an object can
be a member of only a single Universal
Object Identity Class but belong to sev�
eral Possible Object World Classes during
a particular lifespan� Consequently� an ob�
ject is not active if it does not belong to
some particular Universal Object Identity
Class at any given time t� If an object is
not active it can not belong to any Possible
Object World Classes� In other words� an
object can not be a member of a Possible



Object World Class if it were not a mem�
ber of a Universal Object Identity Class�
De�nition� A Time Slice of a possible ob�
ject world class is all objects with the same
possible object world at time ti� It can be
viewed as a set of instances of a possible
object world class at time ti� Thus the
union of all time slices of a possible ob�
ject world class is the possible object world
class�

De�nition� A Universal Object Existence is
a function

F � �UOI� t�� f�� �g�

A value of zero at time t implies that the
universal object identity of an object does
not exist at that time or is unde�ned�
De�nition� A Possible Object World Exis�
tence is a function

F � �POW�t� � f���g�

A value of zero at time t implies that the
POW of an object does not exist at that
time or is unde�ned�

One major requirement for the kind of
temporal object model described here� is
to have a general and convenient means for
extracting the lifespan of an object and the
history of that object� For this reason� we
introduce the notions of time�priority se�
quence and object history� In the following
de�nitions� we speci�cally adopt modi�ed
notions of a time sequence introduced in
���� In these de�nitions we also incorpo�
rate the notion of priorities for POWs of
an object� The idea of assigning priori�
ties to possible object worlds is particu�
larly useful in resolving possible con�icts
among co�existing possible object worlds
for a particular object and in the meta�
data� For example� given that an object
has two possible object worlds teaching as�
sistant and research assistant then by as�
signing priorities to these two POWs we
can determine the object�s primary role at
any given time ti�
De�nition� The Time Sequence of a POW
of an object� denoted as TSEQ�POW� is
de�ned as

�POWt�� ����� � POWtn� � �POW�
�t�� t�� ����� � tn���

Thus the lifespan of a POW of an object
can be easily determined since t� denotes
the valid from time and tn denotes the
valid to time�
De�nition� The Time�Priority Sequence of
a POW of an object� denoted as
TPSEQ�POW� is de�ned as

�POW�t��pi�� ����� � POW�tn�pk�� �
�POW� �t�� pi�� �t�� pj�� ����� � �tn� pk���

De�nition� An Object History refers to the
collection of time sequences TSEQ�POW�
of all the POWs of an object�

Thus the lifespan of an object can be de�
rived from the lifespans of all the POWs
of that object� There is a partial func�
tion Flpow that determines the lifespan of
a POW of an object� The domain of Flpow

is POW � fPOW�� POW�� ����� POWng�
the set of all possible object worlds of an
object� and its range consists of �nite sub�
sets of T � ft�� ���� tng�

� Modeling Constructs

Given the temporal semantics introduced
in our previous works on temporal object
modeling� we can now illustrate our pro�
posed approach to the modeling constructs
appropriate for the design and implemen�
tation of a generic and core temporal ob�
ject database model� In this section we
show how objects with several possible ob�
ject worlds are de�ned� and develop the
necessary mappings that allow a transition
from one possible object world to another
to occur over time�

Much in the spirit of several other data
models� the temporal object model is
based entirely on the notions of objects
and inter�object relationships� A tempo�
ral relationship among object cannot ex�
ist unless all the components are existing
database objects� or relationship is proac�
tive such as �James is going to be pro�
moted to full professor as of next month�
�given that in the second case proac�
tive changes are not allowed�� In addi�
tion since temporal databases need to re�
trieve and manipulate historical data� an
object is not removed from a database
unless there was an error� Instead the
object and all the relationships in the
database in which it participates are �vir�
tually deleted�� which is a form of archiv�
ing the object�

Formally� a temporal object database sys�
tem can be thought of as consisting of
temporal objects and temporal relations�
Each temporal object in the database con�
sists of a single universal object identity
and a set of possible object worlds� as de�
�ned shortly� and corresponds to a tem�
poral relation on the set of all database
temporal objects� Let ��ti � �tj � �tk� be a
relation� For each temporal relationship�



��ti � �tj � �tk�� �tj is a temporal relation� In
particular� �tj � f ���

ti � �
�

tk
� j the tempo�

ral relationship ���

ti � �tj � �
�

tk
�existsg� If

proactive relationships are disallowed then
the constraint� ti � tj and tk � tj is explic�
itly imposed on the temporal relationship�

In the following section we introduce our
de�nition of an object� This de�nition
draws heavily from the notions introduced
in ��� �� 	� 
� �� �� � �� ��� ����

��� Temporal Objects

The restrictions that some object models�
impose on an object are too strong in the
face of the desire to model the role of tem�
poral objects� For example� in may such
models an object is restricted to having
only a globally time invariant object def�
inition generated by the system� In an
e�ort to model the �real�world� more re�
alistically� we relax these restrictions by
de�ning two new concepts� the universal
object identity of an object that refers to
an object�s interpretation or sense and re�
mains time invariant� and the possible ob�
ject world of an object that refers to an ob�
ject�s denotation or reference� An object
only has a single universal object identity
but can have several possible object worlds
at a given time or at di�erent times during
its lifespan�

Each temporal object is a tuple consist�
ing of a universal object identity and a se�
quence of possible POWs i�e�

object � �UOI� �POW��t��pi�
� ����� �

POW��tn�pk�
��

where UOI is the universal object iden�
tity of the object� which is time invariant�
and POW��t��pi�

� ����� � POW��tn�pk�
is a

sequence consisting of the possible object
worlds of the object and their correspond�
ing priorities at some speci�c time�

In our model an object id �oid� has no
intrinsic meaning� Instead it is an entry
point �reference or handle� for accessing
information about a temporal object such
as an object�s UOI and POWs� It �de�
rives� its meaning from its associated uni�
versal object identity and from its possi�
ble POWs� With each universal object
identity we associate a universal object
identity id� and with each possible ob�
ject world POW�� we associate a possible
object world id� a time priority sequence
TPSEQ� a set of temporal constraints�
and a set of operations�

Our model also allows the creation and
manipulation of Temporal Composite
Objects �TCO�� A temporal composite
object consists of a group of temporal ob�
jects� It exists at time T if each of its com�
ponents exist at time ti i�e�

TCOT � �O�t�
� O�t�

� � � � � Ontn
�

where T � ti s�t i � �� � ����� � denotes the
temporal compose operator� O denotes the
temporal object or an atomic temporal ob�
ject� and � denotes the temporal aggrega�
tion operator�

A temporal composite object has a pos�
sible object world if the possible object
world or reference of the whole object can
be described as a function of the possible
object worlds or the references of its parts�
Thus� for a composite object to exist at tj�
the universal object identity and possible
object world existence of each of its com�
ponents should be � at ti such that tj � ti�

To more accurately represent temporal
data and the evolution of temporal ob�
jects� it is desirable to model di�erent time
dimensions such as valid� transaction and
user�de�ned times� For simplicity in repre�
senting this information and in developing
an initial experimental prototype we con�
sider only valid time� but the other two
kinds of time can easily be incorporated
into the model� In our model we treat time
as de�ned in �����

� Temporal Object De�nition
and Manipulation

The data de�nition and manipulation lan�
guage is described as a set of primitive
operations that are embedded within a
host programming language� The host lan�
guage supports the data types of temporal
objects and set of objects� the usual set
operations� a looping construct to iterate
on elements of sets� a counter for elements
of sets� and a data type for time�

Programs written in the host language can
reference temporal objects� The purpose
here is not to propose a speci�c approach
to host language embedding of data ma�
nipulation operations� but rather to de�ne
a set of primitive building blocks for high�
level database systems� In this section we
brie�y present our temporal operations ��
and address some constraint issues�

�The operations presented here are by no means ex�
haustive� we are only presenting a �avor of the temporal
operations supported by our approach�



In our model all operations can be speci�
�ed as either messages or processes� A pro�
cess provides inferencing capabilities such
as creating messages from other given mes�
sages� It consists of a set of preconditions
and a set of actions� In addition to these
processes there are other implied ones that
are initiated automatically as a result of
some speci�ed relationship� We have used
these concepts to develop a set of special�
ized temporal operations on objects and
mappings� In the following we describe a
sample subset of such operations�

��� Create Operations

The set of Create Operations supports
the creation� activation� deactivation� and
context release of objects� In particular�
there are three primitive operations asso�
ciated with the POW of an object� These
are create�pow� deactivate� and activate�
The possible object world of an object may
be created� activated or deactivated using
the following messages�

�� createpow�oid��ti� pk��powid��
This operation creates a new POW
for an object� ti is the object�s time
of creation and pk is the initial pri�
ority assigned to that object� Here
powid is a possible object world iden�
ti�er� This new POW may not be
created at tj unless its associated
UOI exists at some time ti such that
ti � tj� �An UOI for an object may
be created only once during its life�
time�� Initially� no object is bound
to a POW�

� deactivate�oid��ti� pk��tj�powid��
The deactivate operation suspends
the POW of an object at time ti until
tj� If tj is set to � then the object
is suspended inde�nitely� In our tem�
poral object model an object is never
removed from the database� It is ei�
ther suspended inde�nitely or it is
archived through the archive oper�
ation� which is similar to a �virtual�
delete�

�� activate�oid��ti� pk��powid��
The activate operation resumes the
POW of an object at time ti where ti
is greater than the time of its suspen�
sion� Before we activate �and even
create� a new POW for an object
we need to verify that it is not cur�
rently active� This is done through
the exist�pow operation which is
described later�

�� release�oid��ti� pk��powid��
The release operation releases a
speci�ed POW for a speci�ed time
from being bound to a speci�ed ob�
ject� If the POW is not bound to the
object the operation has no e�ect�

	� error delete�oid��ti� pk��powid��
The error delete opera�
tion deletes the POW of an object�
Since in our model we only allow vir�
tual deletes� this operation is meant
to be used where there is a transac�
tion error which is of no use and has
no historical value e�g�� a user inputs
the wrong time� Thus� the sole pur�
pose of this function is to delete er�
roneous information�


�
create fun�oid��ti� pk��powid��ag��
The create fun operation creates
one of the four mapping functions
discussed in ���� These mapping
functions are� POW�to�POW� POW�
to�UOI� UOI�to�POW and UOI�to�
UOI� The type of transition is de�
noted through the �ag� Also� the
function create map creates the ac�
tual relation�

��	 Attach and Exist Operations

The set of Attach and Exist Operations
is used for providing context to universal
object identities of objects and temporal
contexts to possible object worlds of ob�
jects� Before we can create the POW of
an object� we need to verify that it has
an associated universal object identity� If
it does not have a UOI then the appro�
priate universal object identity is attached
to it� This sequence of events is captured
through the following operations�

�� exist
uoi�oid�ti�uoid�� The exist�
uoi operation veri�es that an ob�
ject�s universal object identity is ac�
tive at ti� If so� it returns true oth�
erwise it returns false�

� attach
uoi�oid�meaning�� If an
object�s universal object identity
does not exist at ti i�e� if the speci�ed
UOI is already bound to the speci�
�ed object� it is created through the
attach�uoi operation�

�� exist
pow�oid�ti�pow��� The
exist�pow operation veri�es that an
object�s POW is active at ti� If so�
it returns true otherwise it returns
false�



�� attach

pow�oid��pow�� ti��powmeaning��
The attach�pow operation attaches
temporal context to a possible object
world� If the given POW of an ob�
ject does not exist at ti� it is created
through the create�pow operation
and bound through the attach�pow
operation� If the speci�ed pow is al�
ready bound to the speci�ed object�
the operation has no e�ect�

��� Temporal Migration
Operations

To facilitate the temporal evolution of ob�
jects and to accommodate the four types of
mappings described in section ���� we have
designed the following set of corresponding
operations� These operations facilitate an
object�s migration from one UOI to a dif�
ferent UOI �or similarly from one possible
object world �or a set of POWs� to another
possible object world �or a set of POWSs��
at any given time�

�� transfer
pow�oid�uoid�
POW��� ti��POW��� tj���
The transfer�pow operation al�
lows the migration of an object from
one possible object world at time ti�
to a di�erent possible object world at
a di�erent time tj � where ti � tj � If
the object�s possible object worlds at
ti already exists then an appropriate
warning is broadcasted�

� multitransfer

pow�oid�uoid�POW��� ti��
f�POW��� tj������POW�	� tj���g��
The multitransfer�pow operation
allows the migration of an object
from one possible object world to
a new set of possible object worlds�
The transitional path of this migra�
tion is also recorded� As with the
previous operation� if the new set
of possible object worlds already ex�
ists then an appropriate warning is
broadcasted�

�� evolve�oid�uoidi�uoidj��
The evolve operation creates a new
universal object identity for a given
object� As such� this operation facili�
tates the transformation of an object
to an entirely new object over time�

�� grow�oid�uoidi�POW ��� tj���
The grow operation allows an ob�
ject that has only a universal object
identity to obtain its �rst temporal

context� As such� this operation fa�
cilitates the �rst temporal represen�
tation of objects�

��� Temporal Evolution
Operations

In addition to the above operations we
have developed a set of operations that al�
lows us to manipulate the time priority se�
quences of an object�

�� TPSEQ

evolve�oid�TPSEQ��TPSEQ���
The TPSEQ�evolve operation cre�
ates a new time priority sequence for
an object� This operation allows us
to extract the temporal behavior of
objects over a period of time�

A di�erent operation is used for chang�
ing the priorities of a given possible object
world at any given time ti�

��� Historical Operations

We have also developed a specialized set
of operations which allows us to manipu�
late and extract the lifespan of an object
and its history� compare inter�temporal re�
lationships among objects� as well as to ac�
commodate the relations introduced in ����
In general� this set of operations supports
the historical de�nition and manipulation
of objects�

� Temporal Object
Constraints

The interaction of objects with other ob�
jects has to be subjected to some strict
temporal constraints� This tends to be
a rather complicated task since there is a
signi�cant di�erence between conventional
�non�temporal� data models and temporal
object models� While in the �rst case only
true messages are allowed� and any checks
on such messages are made at the time the
message is input� in temporal data mod�
els any message could potentially be true�
Therefore� our model�s constraints should
categorize information into true� false and
meaningful the later making the speci�ca�
tion of such constraints complicated�

In our previous works ��� ��� we have de�
�ned various temporal operators such as
starts� meet� �nish� Based on these oper�
ators� we have developed a set of primi�
tive explicit constraints which can be ap�
plied on the mappings or the objects them�
selves� based on ���� some of which are



stated below� These constraints are en�
forced when we process such queries as
�who were UK�s prime ministers while Mr�
Bush was in o�ce��� In de�ning these con�
straints� and for simplicity we assume the
existence of only two POWs and explicitly
indicate the valid to and valid from times
of a TSEQ�POW�� However� the general�
ization of these constraints is straightfor�
ward� These constraints are de�ned as fol�
lows�
Constraints for Lifestarts�

The create time of
POW� equals the create time of POW��
i�e�� given �POW�� �ti� tj�� starts
�POW�� �tk� tl�� then ti equals tk�
Constraints for Life�nishes�

The virtual�delete time of POW� equals
the virtual�delete time of POW�� i�e��
given �POW�� �ti� tj�� finishes
�POW�� �tk� tl�� then tj equals tl�
Constraints for Lifequals�

The create time of POW� equals the
create time of POW� and The virtual�
delete time of POW� equals the virtual�
delete time of POW�� i�e� given
�POW�� �ti� tj�� equals �POW�� �tk� tl��
then ti equals tk and tj equals tl�
Constraints for lifeoverlaps

The create time of POW� is less than
the create time of POW� and the virtual�
delete time of POW� is less than the
virtual�delete time of POW� and the
create time of POW� is less than the
virtual�delete time of POW�� i�e�� given
�POW�� �ti� tj�� lifeoverlaps
�POW�� �tk� tl�� then ti � tk�tj � tl�tk �
tj �
Constraints for lifeduring

The create time of POW� is greater than
the create time of POW� and the virtual�
delete time of POW� is less than the
virtual�delete time of POW�� i�e�� given�
�POW�� �ti� tj�� during
�POW�� �tk� tl�� then ti � tk � tj � tl
Constraints for lifecontains

Given� �POW�� �ti� tj�� contains
�POW�� �tk� tl�� then
�POW�� �tk� tl�� during �POW�� �ti� tj���
Constraints for lifemeets

The create time of POW� equals the cre�
ate time of POW�� i�e�� given
�POW�� �ti� tj�� meets �POW�� �tk� tl��
then tj equals tk�
Constraints for lifebefore

The virtual�delete time of POW� is less
than the create time of POW�� i�e� given

�POW�� �ti� tj�� lifebefore �POW�� �tk� tl��
then tj less than tk�

Constraints for lifeafter

�POW�� �ti� tj�� lifeafter �POW�� �tk� tl��
then
�POW�� �tk� tl�� lifebefore �POW�� �ti� tj��

Constraints for Temporal relationships

For each relationship� ��ti� �tj � �tk�� and
assuming no future relationships can be es�
tablished ti before tj and tk before tj�

Finally� we can have a set of general state
constraints viz�� semantic constraints such
as�

� an object cannot have a POW unless
its UOI is de�ned�

� a temporal composite object cannot
exist at tj if the UOI and POW of
each of its components is not � at ti
such that ti � tj �

In addition to these constraints in our pre�
vious works ��� ��� we have suggested a
set of temporal principles that our model
should adhere to� We call this set �meta�
temporal semantic constraints�� Although
the constraints studied in this section are
very restricted� it is believed that our tem�
poral object database system provides a
good basis for studying other� more gen�
eral constraints�

� Concluding Remarks

In this paper we have outlined an approach
to the design and development of a model
that integrates time with object databases�
Our work applies temporal notions to the
problem of object and meta�data evolu�
tion� It is a step towards the synthesis
of a powerful integrated object data model
that supports the temporal aspects of data
modeling in addition to the structural and
dynamic ones� In our results we developed
a set of temporal constructs� operations
and constraints for supporting and manip�
ulating temporal objects and their roles�

Our framework is a very simple temporal
object database model for modeling tem�
poral objects and temporal relationships�
All data in the database are treated uni�
formly as temporal objects� relationships
among these objects allow the temporal
evolution of objects to be modeled� Op�
erations on the data allow temporal be�
havioral properties to be modeled� Mech�
anisms are provided to allow the modeling
of temporal relationships of objects� the
temporal evolution of objects and object



migration� In addition� the model provides
a high degree of temporal and semantic ex�
pressiveness�

Our temporal object database system is
not a high�level model appropriate for un�
sophisticated database users� for example�
it is easy to create meaningless relation�
ships and operations� The model lacks
mechanisms for data protection and in�
tegrity control� and high�level constraints�
However� the main purpose of our system
is not to de�ne a high�level temporal ob�
ject database model� but on the contrary�
to de�ne a small set of fundamental con�
cepts to be used as a vehicle in the de�
sign and implementation of temporal ob�
ject models and for providing more expres�
sive models�
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